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Abstract - This paper explains the advance approach for

data security against first order differential electromagnetic
and power analysis, using Advance Encryption Standard
algorithm as base. In earlier algorithm where standard tables
were referred to implement the substitution and inverse
substitution box; combinational logic and GF fields is used
which reduces the area, delay and scope for hacking. Key
expansion method is used to generate keys for each round
having Sub-bytes, Shift Rows, Mixed Column and Add Round
Key as sub stages. As modification we have implemented
decryption process for encrypted data. Key used here is the
encrypted key to ensure high data security. This proposed
algorithm is implemented using Verilog HDL and simulated by
Modelsim 6.4c and synthesized by Xilinx tool. We have
implemented a new Advanced Triple Encryption and
Decryption blocks using gray code encrypted key. The result of
this paper can be served for protecting the sensitive DATA in
certain sectors like in Military/Defense applications..

The Advanced Encryption and decryption algorithm uses the
Plain data and a secret key called Cipher Key acting as input
to Encryptor. The output of Encryptor is called Cipher Text
which is fed to decryptor as input along with same key and
the resultant output would be plain text. This algorithm
works for fixed group of bits, usually 128 bits and it uses
same length Cipher Key as shown in the following figure. The
figure below shows the block diagram of basic encryption
and decryption process.
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Figure 1: Basic Operation of Encryption and Decryption

1. INTRODUCTION

2. ADVANCE ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION
PROCESS

Encryption and decryption widely known as cryptography
plays an important role in DATA Security and transmission.
Advanced Encryption algorithm has found importance in a
variety of areas such as Defense, Smart cards, Web servers
etc. because it is proven to offer high security of data
because of features like no look up tables reference.
Combinational Logics and composite arithmetic field
operations are used which makes it unique from other
cryptography works. This also results in reduction of area,
delay and hacking probability. However, approach includes
usage of Galois fields GF(2^8) which might increase the
hardware complexity. We have the option of using
Composite field arithmetic such that the field elements of
GF(2^8) are mapped to some isomorphic composite fields
in which field operations can be implemented by lower cost
subfield operations. However, it is not feasible to use
composite field arithmetic in all stages of AES as this also
leads to complexity.
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The main objective of this paper is to design Advanced Triple
Encryption Algorithm to provide high data security by using
advanced encryption standard algorithm with sub bytes,
shift rows, mixed column and add round key approach. And
also implement the Advanced Triple decryption. As an
addition to enhance the data security, the key used for
encryption and decryption is also encrypted using Gray code
Encryption. Encryption and decryption is performed thrice
with several sub stages involved as shown in the following
figure 2. As mentioned, this encryption and decryption
process is designed using Advanced Encryption Standard as
base.
The Encryption process includes 3 AES steps, viz.
Encryption followed by Decryption followed by Encryption.
First we encrypt with Key1 and then decrypt with different
key (i.e. Key2) and then we again encrypt with first key
(Key1).
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For Decryption, we follow similar process. We
decrypt using Key1 followed by encryption using Key2 and
the encryption using Key1.

Let us now discuss every process in detail.
Stage 1: Stage 1 is the initial stage, where in the plain text of
length 128 bits as well as the gray code encrypted cipher key
of length 128 bits are given as input to Add Round key. Add
round key, simply performs the bitwise EXOR operation of
the two inputs given
Stage 2: For Stage 2, the output of the Stage 1 will serve as
input. Here in Stage 2, 9 rounds of main sub levels as shown
in the Figure 2.1 are performed.

Figure 2: Block diagram of Advanced Triple Encryption and
Decryption.

Stage3: Stage 3 is the final round in the encryption process.
It is similar to stage 2 but there is no Mixed Column process
as shown in the figure 2.1. It is done only once. In add round
key process of stage 3, 10th round key is used. The output of
stage 3 would be the Cipher Text which is nothing but the
encrypted text.

2.2 Decryption Process.
For decryption, the input would be the encrypted data i.e.
Cipher text of 128 bits. The process can be explained with
help of a flow chart as shown in figure below:

2.1 Encryption Process.
Encryption Process can be explained with the help of the
following flow chart.

Figure 2.2 Flow chart of Decryption.

Figure 2.1 Flow chart of Encryption.

As shown in the above block diagram, we have 3 different
stages involved in the Encryption process. We consider the
input as 128 bits plain text and Cipher key of same length as
plain text. Output will be encrypted text called Cipher text of
length 128 bits.
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The decryption process is very similar to encryption process.
The input would be 128 bits encrypted cipher text and gray
code decrypted cipher key. Every process followed during
encryption is performed inversely during decryption as
shown in the above block diagram
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3. CONCLUSION
2.3 Key Expansion Process.
Key expansion process is used to expand 4 word i.e. 128 bits
of cipher key into 44 words of key such that there will be 11
keys, 1st one would be the input cipher key, and the 10 keys
for 9 main rounds and one for final round. Each round takes
4 words of key. Key expansion process shows how the input
cipher key is arranged as 4×4 matrix and how it is expanded
into 44 words

2.3 Gray Code Encoder.

An enhanced triple AES implementation with gray code
encoding for key against the data hacking is presented. It is
based on the Rijndael algorithm with its mathematical
properties. The new design permits the construction of
actual cores with efficient area and speed characteristics,
while maintaining a very high protection level. We
conducted relevant Triple AES Implementation with B2G
Encoder and G2B Decoder Method.
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